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Joyful News - July 17, 2019
NOTE: For some reason when viewing this
newsletter provider's platform, it may be small type.
You can manipulate the size on your mobile devices
with your fingers to make type larger. I hope that
helps.

Let Go and Learn
Writing a weekly newsletter isn't always easy.
Coming up with something new to say
isn't necessarily easy either. That is especially
true when the big push has been from Heaven to get you to let go of the past so you can improve
your future sooner than later.
So, this morning I asked God to either tell me what to say or send one of his team to write the
newsletter. So, God came through just now when I sat down to write. This is his title and message
to you because he obviously knows you, and wants to help you.
"I have said this countless times before but many of you seem to miss the message. I am within
you. If you don’t surrender to me, you miss the greatest opportunities available to you. You have
issues with surrender as if you are losing some part of yourself. You are gaining the best part of
yourself when you do. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
Your resistance to letting go is astounding. You think you let go but you don’t. You are often only
kidding yourselves because you have such doubt within you. You doubt me. You doubt yourself.
You doubt possibility. Your doubts are what keep you holding on. Until you are willing to totally
surrender to me, you limit your outcomes.
It isn’t that you think you know better. It isn’t that you think I won’t help you or take care of you. It is
due to the misconceptions of who I am and who I am to you. I am you. You are an expression of
me. That is all there is. You are an individualized expression. But, the part of me that is within you,
that holds the big picture, is unaccessible to you unless you surrender to me, the greatest part of
you within.
Until you learn to trust that I am within you with your best interest at heart, you lack for something
and always will. For, it is through me that you access all there is and all there ever could be." ~ God
I am often clearing people's misperceptions of God and their blocks to connecting to him fully as
well as surrendering because it is not uncommon. The more we have been able to clear any
challenges connecting to God/Source, the easier it is for people to receive divine guidance and
opportunity.
On a personal note, if there is something you wish to know more about, please advise and I will be
happy to address as I can.
So, I write the above sentence and then God says this me:
"There are times when you need to give people what they want and at others what they need. This
is a time to give them what they need. Trying to please people isn’t always in their best interest.
Serving them is, however, if guided by me. Tell them what they want and then engage them to tell
them what they need is only a form of manipulation based on fear. Trust me when I say this. I know
what people need. I always have and I always will."
That comment reminded me of the numerous recommendations I have heard over the years about
meeting people where they are. I have often heard about couching messages and authenticity
within languaging that people resonate with easier. I assume in some cases that is useful and
in others maybe not. Always tuning in and asking God is useful before taking any tactic.

I can assure you that the better I have become at surrender, the more sweeter life has become, the
more ease I experience and the happiest I have ever been. Of course, if you are challenged with it,
I am happy to help. It is definitely a game changer. I'd also recommend if you have trouble
surrendering, surrender the challenge of surrendering. God can only serve you to the extent you are
truly surrendered.
Blessings,

PS: Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.
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TELEPHONE EVENTS

Wisdom of the Guardian

Group Healing Calls

Many are struggling for
answers and have asked
what they can do
personally do their own
healing. Reading "Wisdom
of the Guardian: Treasures
from Archangel Michael to
Change Your Life" can
help. Michael is always
with you when you read
the book. The tools he
provides at the end of the book will serve you
over and over again.

August 3, 2019, 11:11 AM EST

Wisdom of the Guardian

Clear Your Past and Change Your Future
We will include personal and global topics,
issues on money, self worth, limiting beliefs,
negative emotions and attachments, and will
clear blocks to forgiveness, as well as
whatever God deems necessary to include.
It's time to set yourself free!
Always a new teaching from Heaven is
included which you will be emailed.
For more details and registration, click here.

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denonimation ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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